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Tension in the Union of Art and Sport: Competition for Ownership 
of the Baseball Statuary and its Influence Upon Design 
 
Abstract 
Sculptures of athletes are both an ancient art-form and a modern phenomenon. The 
unveiling of over 150 statues of baseball players within the US since 1990 represents 
the first cohesive integration of public sculpture and a contemporary professional 
sport, simultaneously boosting a nascent sport sculpture industry. Yet to what extent 
is this union an appropriation, or a meeting of equals? 
An emerging artistic genre would typically be founded upon stylistic 
innovation, yet the baseball statuary has remained traditional in design. This inertia 
is posited as reflecting tension in the ownership of sport statues, with the artist¶V
desire to create subordinated to the commissioning ERG\¶VFRPPHUFLDOLPSHUDWLYHV, 
WKHVXEMHFW¶VIDPLO\¶VLQIOXHQFHDQGthe scrutiny of a devoted fan base perceived as 
seeking an idealised representation..  
However where typical patterns of project ownership or branding strategies 
are perturbed, convention is being challenged incrementally. Based upon an 
examination of the form and ownership of the baseball statuary, and detailed case 
studies of two statues of atypical form, we conclude that an evolution in design is 
occurring, and that it will increasingly be driven by the growing influence of the 
professional sportsman on the use of his own image, as much as by artistic creativity. 
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Tension in the Union of Art and Sport: Competition for Ownership 
of the Baseball Statuary and its Influence Upon Design 
 
Introduction 
µPublic monuments do not arise as if by natural law to celebrate the deserving, they 
are built by people with sufficient power to marshal (or impose) public consent for 
their erection.¶.LUN6DYDJHDXWKRU1  
 
µ7KHSXUSRVHLVQRWWRPDNHDUWLW¶VWRVKRZUHDOSHRSOHDVWKH\UHDOO\ZHUH.¶+HQU\
7KRPDVVWDWXHVXEMHFW¶VUHODWLYH.2 
  
µ7KLVLVQRWMXVWDERXWVSRUWVLW¶VDERXWDUW¶2PUL$PUDQ\VFXOSWRU.3  
 
For professional sports organisations in North America, Europe and Australia, player 
recruitment is no longer limited to sportsmen and women. Since the early-1990s, 
stadium precincts and downtown plazas have been adorned with figurative sculptures 
of athletes, cast in heroic action or imperial eminence. 7KH86$¶VQDWLRQDOSDVWLPHof 
baseball has embraced this fashion enthusiastically. By 1 January 2016, 218 figurative 
statues of specific baseball players, managers, executives, broadcasters and even fans 
were in situ across North America. Such ubiquity reflects how sport sculpture now 
forms one of the most visible interactions between the cultural communities and 
businesses of art and sport.4  
In this study we investigate the concept of ownership of sport statues, their 
role in proclaiming ownership of territory, history and a distinct identity, and the 
interaction of ownership and design. Focussing upon baseball, we examine the tension 
between an DUWLVW¶Vdesire to express creativity, and the often countervailing push of 
the commissioning organisation¶V commercial imperative. We posit that the balance 
of power between the businesses and cultures of sport and art with respect to the 
construction of sport statues will contribute to homogeneity of design. However, 
through a close inspection of two recently-erected statues of atypical appearance, we 
argue that where the balance of project ownership departs from the norm, a greater 
degree of design innovation may occur. Furthermore, we consider the implications of 
recent commercial trends and legal developments on the future commemoration of 
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sport stars and explore how changes in funders¶SURILOHV and motivations may result in 
a parallel reappraisal of design aesthetics. 
 
The Business of Sculpture meets the Business of Sport 
Sculptures of athletes are both an ancient art-form, pioneered in life-size or greater by 
the Greek and Roman civilisations - yet also a modern phenomenon.5 The unveiling 
of over 150 statues of baseball players within the US since 1990 represents the first 
cohesive integration of public figurative sculpture and a contemporary professional 
sport, simultaneously sustaining a flourishing sport sculpture industry. Yet to what 
extent has this union been an appropriation of sport by art, of art by sport, or a 
meeting of equals?  
Spotlighting figurative sculpture within baseball reveals the primacy of artistic 
inspiration over external commissioners in the infrequent early examples, which date 
from the dawn of the professional game.6 The first such monument located away from 
a grave was conceived and sculpted by Douglas Tilden:  µ7KH%DOOSOD\HU¶ZDV
exhibited in Paris, New York and San Francisco.7 Early 20th century sculptures of 
Christy Mathewson and Babe Ruth also debuted as gallery pieces, with subject and 
design choice resting with the sculptors. 
 The genesis of the modern ballpark statue honouring a franchise¶s baseball 
hero can be seen in µHonus Wagner¶ (Forbes Field, Pittsburgh, 1955) and µStan 
Musial¶ (Busch Stadium I, St Louis, 1968).8 However these unveilings were 
interspersed with sculptor-led gallery-sited pieces (e.g. 5KRGD6KHUEHOO¶VµCasey 
Stengel¶, 1965); and civic commissions VXFKDV-RH%URZQ¶VPRQXPHQWDOµ7KH
%DWWHU¶DQGµ7KH3OD\$W6HFRQG¶9HWHUDQ¶V6WDGLXP3KLODGHOSKLD-1977).9 It 
was the arrival of retro-styled ballparks, heralded in the Major Leagues by the success 
RI%DOWLPRUH2ULROHV¶&DPGHQ<DUGV, and accompanied by a cornucopia of similarly 
nostalgic decoration adjacent to and inside such facilities, that kick-started statue 
production on a far greater scale.10  
There has been minimal academic discourse on sports statues until recently, in 
part due to the contemporary nature of this phenomenon, but also reflecting a broader 
lacuna of reference to visual artefacts amongst sport historians noted by Huggins and 
2¶0DKRQ\.11 Published research focused specifically upon EDVHEDOO¶V statuary is 
limited to just three articles, though studies on sport statues, which have begun to 
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appear within the disciplines of history, sociology and tourism, form a growing and 
stimulating literature on the motivations behind, and narratives of a handful of 
individual examples.12 These essays most often focus upon atypical statue subjects 
with wider cultural significance, such as barrier-breakers or war heroes, or statues that 
are instruments of reparation or biography.13 
However few articles comment upon the nature and implications of the 
relationship and balance of power between the artist and the culture he is working 
within (nor do any incorporate contextual quantitative evidence from statuary to 
contextualise or extrapolate conclusions drawn from case studies). As monument 
historian Kirk Savage opines 'Public monuments do not arise as if by natural law to 
celebrate the deserving, they are built by people with sufficient power to marshal (or 
impose) public consent for their erection'.14 A statue¶VFRQVWUXFWLRQ reflects but also 
creates heritage, by demonstrating how the society that erected it, particularly those 
with power and influence within that society, developed and ordered ideas about the 
historical importance, relevance and effect of individuals and occupations, moments 
and achievements. A sportsman¶VVWDWXH may accentuate or mask the importance of 
technique and power, highlight race or even religion, celebrate or conceal the host 
institution or place of birth. Hence identifying DPRQXPHQW¶Vowner(s) is of critical 
importance in interpreting it, since it is likely to be their motivations that shape 
individual and collective memories in shared public space.  
Before examining the balance of ownership between representatives of the 
worlds of art and sport, we consider potential owners of a sport statue within each of 
these overarching categories, the relationship between owner profile and motivations 
for statue construction, and the likely impact upon design of owner profile and 
motivations.  
 
Ownership of a sport statue: claimants and their claims 
Even without VWDNHKROGHUV¶competing claims, the multivalence of the construct of 
ownership itself facilitates simultaneous multiple µowners¶. Legal ownership is the 
most tangible form, yet may still be contested. When a sport statue is considered as a 
purely material object, its legal owner is the commissioning body who has funded, or 
raised the funds for the monument, or whoever they have gifted it to. However, unlike 
abstract sculpture or landscape painting, a subject-specific sports statue portrays a 
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widely recognised public figure, and may have commercial value in the context of 
their image rights. Sports lawyer John McMillen and art historian Rebecca McMillen 
examined contested ownership between a commissioning body and subject over the 
XVHRIWKHODWWHU¶VLPDJH noting that, although artistic freedom has so far prevailed in 
civil disputes, primarily due to First Amendment rights taking precedence over a 
VXEMHFW¶VSHUVRQDOLPDJHULJKWVWKHOHJDOVLWXDWLRQLVQRWIXOO\UHVROYHGDQGPD\EH
subject to future challenge.15 
Beyond the strictures of legality, further tensions around sport statue 
ownership exist between a series of stakeholders who perceive a claim to the object or 
subject. Consider first those from the sporting sphere, whose primary association with 
the statue will be through the subject. A sport organisation or civic body may perceive 
a statue of their past player or manager as their property even if commissioned by a 
non-official committee of fans or residents. The subject depicted, (and the uniform he 
may be depicted wearing) are representatives of their club or city. If they have granted 
permission for the statue to be sited on their land, this claim will be enhanced.  
However, the ownership of almost any part of a sport organisation, from 
tangible objects such as the stadium and its environs, present players, colours, 
trophies, mascots and even pre-game music, to intangibles such as the histories, 
memories and ethics, may be contested by fans. 7KHIDQV¶claim is based on multiple 
factors: some cite longevity, others knowledge and hereditary rights, on the basis that 
RZQHUVDQGSOD\HUVPD\FRPHDQGJREXWµWUXH¶VXSSRUWHUVZLOODOZD\VUHPDLQDQG
hence know and care more. Sociologist Holly Swyers, describing the most ardent 
Chicago Cubs IDQVQRWHVWKDWµZKLOHWKH\FDVWWKHPVHOYHs consistently in the fan role, 
WKHLUVKLIWLQJDQDO\VLVRIWKH&XEV¶FRUSRUDWHLQWHUHVWVVKRZVKRZVXFKDVVLJQPHQWV
DUHPRUHDERXWFODLPLQJWKHPRUDOKLJKJURXQG¶16 Fans also push a financial 
argument for ownership, with their purchase of tickets and merchandise funding the 
organisation.17 These two strands may create amongst the most ardent a sense that the 
club is theirs, accentuated if the legal owners are perceived as lacking commitment.18 
Therefore a stadium-sited bronze image of a club hero will naturally be µclaimed¶ by 
fans; it depicts their hero, and is located on their territory. Likewise, where 
commissioners site a statue in a public plaza, city centre or park, with public access 
even without public ownership, local residents will come to regard a monument in 
that space as their own through its familiarity or even imposition.  
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A further sports-related claim on ownership comes from the subject depicted, 
not only via the aforementioned legal perspective, but through a sense of a moral 
entitlement to self-determine public representation. Especially where a subject is 
deceased, the FODLPXSRQWKHVXEMHFW¶VLPDJHmay extend to immediate family or 
descendants: a conferred ownership through a sense of responsibility for, or bestowed 
guardianship over the collective memory of a loved one or blood relative. Residents 
ZLWKLQWKHORFDOLW\RIDVXEMHFW¶VELUWKPD\DOVRVHHWKHPVHOYHVDVFDUHWDNHUVRIWKHLU
QDWLYHVRQ¶VLPDJHsince his achievements reflect on them through his upbringing and 
childhood experiences. 
In conflict with these claims associated directly or indirectly with the business 
of sport, come those under the umbrella of the µDUWEXVLQHVV¶. First, the sculptor has an 
indubitable claim, expressed visibly through a signature, upon the fruit of their 
creativity and interpretative skill. An ownership claim such as this also has 
commercial implications. Past output creates a portfolio used in obtaining future 
commissions, hence the importance of claiming, or have a positively received artwork 
identified as theirs. Second, most frequently where a statue is erected in a civic 
setting, and especially where that monument is primarily organised and funded by a 
civic body, the project committee will contain representatives from the local arts or 
culture department, with varying degrees of interest in and knowledge of sport or 
indeed the subject being portrayed. Their sense of ownership derives from a 
professional responsibility for providing critically and publically well-received 
artwork for their city.   
 
The motivations behind sport statues, and their interaction with ownership in 
influencing design 
We now consider the scenarios in which baseball player statues arise with respect to 
instigation, funding and location; and explore the association between relative claims 
of ownership, and the aims and motivations behind statue construction. We then 
consider the implications of these motivations upon design. 
First, where baseball franchises fund statues and site them at their ballparks 
(or franchise-specific Halls of Fame), the balance of ownership lies with the franchise. 
Their impulse to commemorate the past grows out of present needs. An overarching 
motivation will be to reflect the distinctive brand of their organisation upon their own 
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stadium environment. A variety of strategies are in play: the proclamation of success 
by basking in reflected glory (thus attracting and retaining supporters by boosting 
their self-esteem through vicarious achievement);19 creating a distinct visual identity 
to tattoo their ownership upon the stadium environment; attracting, strengthening and 
maintaining allegiance through evoking nostalgia;20 and the associated provision of an 
µauthentic¶ vista via the mimetic properties of statuary, in an attempt to counteract the 
µ0F'RQDOGLVHG¶HQYLURnment of a modern sports stadium ZLWKLWVODFNRIµUHDO¶EXLOW
heritage.21 Hence a stadium-sited statue is a multi-faceted tool potentially facilitating 
every stage of the awareness, attraction, attachment and allegiance model for 
consumer loyalty to sports teams outlined by marketing researchers Daniel Funk and 
Jeffery James.22 However, a franchise-commissioned statue is also an object, a subject 
and an interpretation of history imposed upon the fans. In this sense it is a totem of the 
VSRUWRUJDQLVDWLRQ¶VDbility to control their stadium environment and wider identity. 
The impact upon design of such strategies will collectively encourage 
traditional realist portrayals of the subject selected in part for their playing era. 
Evoking nostalgia intrinsically relies on recognition, hence the recreation of a 
definitive playing style or a specific moment through pose and expression, and is most 
effective when portraying DVXEMHFWDFWLYHZLWKLQWKHYLHZHU¶VDGROHVFHQFHRU\RXQJ
adulthood.23 Successfully reflecting glory from a great player likewise depends on the 
viewer identifying the hero or victory proclaimed. A statue is an effective marketing 
tool in part through its ability to deliver an immediate visual impact. To maximise this 
advantage, the subject has to be instantly recognisable. The aim of proclaiming the 
franchise¶Vprimacy will likewise ensure that any player portrayed is clearly clothed in 
the franchise¶s playing uniform. 
Given the overarching motivation of creating a positive brand image, and the 
associated short-term public relations benefit upon unveiling, franchises naturally 
want existing supporters to receive the statue positively. As such, where the franchise 
is the legal owner of a statue, the fans still have influence regarding the image, if not 
primary ownership of the image: in terms of both subject selection and statue design, 
WKHIUDQFKLVH¶VXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHLUIDQV¶ opinions will be accounted for. Similarly 
the subject¶Vfamily and friends will perceive ownership over the image produced and 
the messages evoked. Each will desire a recognisable depiction that foregrounds 
positive traits, abilities and achievements. Where a ballpark statue project is 
developed by fans, a rare occurrence but not unknown, the balance of ownership and 
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priorities will be weighted differently, yet the direct impact of fan nostalgia upon 
design will have the same effect as that due to franchise perception of and 
acknowledgement of fan preference.24 As psychologist Alan Hirsch notes in his 
treatise on nostalgia, the past is usually a sanitised place.25 Such idealism 
automatically shrinks the design possibilities. 
Where a community group or informal alliance of residents and commercial 
interests organises and funds a statue, many of their motivations will parallel those of 
a sport organisation. A community that has lost traditional industry, or lacks notable 
landmarks or artefacts through which to project a distinct history and culture, faces 
the same issues of lack of identity as the modern stadium. In such an environment, 
µKLVWRU\KDVEHFRPHKHULWDJHKHULWDJHKDVEHFRPHDUHVRXUFH.¶26 Hence cities use I to 
inwardly reimagine and outwardly reimage themselves to FRPSHWHLQµDQLQFUHDVLQJO\
V\PEROLFSODFHHFRQRP\¶27 A statue may be erected to generate identity and a sense 
of place and home, reflecting a topophilic attachment; or to bask in the glory of a 
successful native son, and perhaps his hometown values.28 The image produced will 
again prioritise recognition of the subject and his field of achievement. 
Hence, even where a ballpark-sited statue has contested ownership, or a statue 
is sited away from a ballpark, and even if motivations and aims vary, claimants upon 
ownership who could be said to be within the business of sport - or even just sport-
connected, be it through legal ownership, support, or relationship with the subject - 
will align their design priorities towards traditional realism. This will specifically 
result in portrayals of the subject in action or posed with baseball equipment 
(therefore distinguishable as a baseball player), and which are often strict 
reproductions of popular or significant photographic images i.e. flashbulb memory 
designs.29  
It might be argued that ownership claimants from the art industry would hold a 
diametrically opposed design preference, prioritising artistry and invention over 
conservatism and tradition. Whilst this may well be true for statues commissioned by 
arts professionals, relatively few baseball monuments have emerged through this 
route. Such projects would most likely be sited in civic locations where the statue 
subject choice would not be confined to, or even prioritise a baseball player.  
One would suppose that a sculptor would desire personal artistic freedom, to 
produce authentic art, and receive recognition as an authentic artist from an audience 
that may not be acknowledged by (or relevant to) sport organisations or their fans ± 
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namely art critics and fellow sculptors, whose opinions will be weighted towards 
artistic judgements that go beyond realism, in part due to an element of peer pressure 
DULVLQJIURPWKHXQIDVKLRQDEOHVWDWXVRIILJXUDWLYHDUWDQGµPHUHUHSURGXFWLRQ¶30 As 
McMillen and McMillen remark, 'Ironically, a realistic sculpture of an athlete today is 
considered bad art, whereas, the greatest honour an athlete in Ancient Greece could 
receive was an exact replica of his image.'31  
However, we argue that the commissioning process typically compels a 
VFXOSWRU¶Veventual design aesthetic to deviate from personal preference towards an 
alignment with those of the sport-related ownership claimants. For sport organisation 
funded statues, the organisation usually chooses or shortlists a sculptor on the basis of 
previous work, without the open competition for commissions associated with civic-
funding, and provides a photograph or strict remit from which to propose a design.32 
This process fuels homogeneity of design in three ways. First, sculptors are denied the 
opportunity to even pitch for work if their portfolio does not match the realist ideal 
sought by the commissioning body. Unable to propose innovation via an open 
competition, sculptors wishing to break into sports sculpture will be forced to tailor 
their work to suit what is expected. Second, where photographs are pre-selected as 
statue designs, they are likely to depict either playing action, often a flashbulb 
memory lodged deep in the consciousness of fans; or posed compositions originally 
designed for promotional purposes.33  Finally, where multiple statues are sequentially 
erected at the same ballpark, pressure exists to maintain a consistent sculptural style, 
increasing the likelihood of the initial sculptor being awarded subsequent 
commissions.34  
Hence, especially for ballpark-sited statues, the balance of ownership claims 
RIWKHIXQGHUIDQVVXEMHFWDQGVXEMHFW¶VIDmily upon the statue, and the resulting 
alignment of design preferences even when their motivations may vary, ensure that 
the only other ever-present competing owner - the sculptor - is effectively hired to 
produce a pre-specified heritage object rather than to interpret or design; a process of 
recreation rather than creation. A sculptor¶VDELOLW\ to insert their own artistic 
signature, or to experiment in ways that might result in wider artistic development of 
the genre, will be limited to minor personal motifs such as patination techniques, and 
will not constitute meaningful genre development or heterogeneity within the wider 
statuary.  
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Therefore, though claims upon ownership may be multiple, stylistic evolution 
will be consistently stymied where franchises, fans, community or family have a 
primary claim. We now consider two strands of evidence for this rationale. First, to 
assess our claims as to design homogeneity and the relationships between ownership, 
location and design, we consider these variables across the complete baseball statuary. 
Second, by selecting two designs that differ from the norm, we examine how atypical 
ownership and the resulting motivations or strategies can contribute towards variation. 
 
The North American baseball statuary: ownership and design characteristics 
Methodology 
The selection of baseball as an example sport was based on both the size of its 
statuary, and its relative maturity, both of which enables a greater degree of 
contextual background to be assessed. The number of baseball statues around the 
world (almost all located within the US, with a handful of examples in Canada, Japan, 
Mexico and the Caribbean islands) is only exceeded by soccer globally, with no single 
nation/sport combination approaching the US baseball statuary in size; UK soccer, for 
example, has a smaller, though growing statuary numbering over 70 subject-specific 
statues as of January 2016.35 Though the hypotheses outlined above could be 
generalised to it, the point at which its numbers began to grow exponentially can be 
placed between 5 to 10 years after the equivalent moment in US baseball.36 Numerous 
causes and facilitators can be hypothesised as driving EDVHEDOO¶VSUHFHGHQFHDQG
prevalence in statue development. These include the aforementioned fashion in 
ballpark construction, EDVHEDOO¶VXQLTXH ability to provoke nostalgic feelings within 
generations of spectators, a sense of the past as a better place being enhanced by a 
SOD\HUV¶VWULNHDQGDGPLVVLRQVRIVWHURLGXVHZHDOWKUHODWLYHVRSKLVWLFDWLRQRI
marketing strategies, and contagion.37 
To assess ownership profile, we identified and collected data on every subject-
specific baseball statue in situ across the North American continent, using an archival 
and web search, and interviews with sculptors and statue project organisers to gather 
information.38 Variables collected can be classified as relating to either the visual 
image (i.e. the statue itself, its design type and detail), the site of production (e.g. the 
sculptor, funder, project instigator), or the site of reception and seeing (e.g. the 
location). 
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Results 
As of 1 January 2016, 218 statues, and two further public-sited figurative sculptural 
artworks that could not be strictly classified as statues, depicting specific baseball 
players, managers, executives, broadcasters and, in one instance, fans, were in situ 
across North America. At least 30 further statues feature non-subject-specific 
baseball-related figures.  
Within the subject-specific statues (to which our statistical analysis is confined 
given the potential importance of subject choice in relation to ownership, and other 
variables considered) 184 distinct subjects are portrayed at least once, of which 71% 
are players, 9% managers, 14% executives, 5% broadcasters and 1% fans. Though for 
just over half of the statues, the subject (or at least one subject where multiple figures) 
was alive at the date of unveiling, all but 7 of the player subjects had retired from an 
active role in baseball by this time. 51% are sited at MLB ball parks, 13% at Minor 
League parks, 15% in non-professional-ballpark urban locations such as city parks, 
plazas or malls, 11% in Sports Museums or Halls of Fame, 8% at colleges or schools, 
and the remainder in miscellaneous commercial locations or graveyards.  
Of the 123 statues sited at MLB ballparks or franchise-specific Halls of Fame, 
the vast majority (85%) were commissioned and funded directly by the franchise 
concerned or their commercial sponsors. Alternative (i.e. non-sport organisation) 
funding streams are more prevalent where a statue is sited away from a ballpark. In an 
urban location such statues were most likely to be funded by public appeals, donations 
from fans and local residents. 
56% of statues depict the subject in playing or coaching action; 28% are 
posed; 11% capture interaction with fans; and just 5% are of triumph designs (where 
the subjects are celebrating). The latter type of design, whilst rare, is more likely to 
occur when funding is from an individual donor or commercial source. 
Unsurprisingly, posed designs are more commonly found depicting the more static 
contributors to the game, such as executives and broadcasters. Tables 1a and 1b 
illustrate the relationships between project promotion and funding, and location and 
design. 
 
<Table 1a, 1b here> 
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 The relationship between location and funding profile, and the existence of 
variation in both, posits statue ownership as heterogeneous. Despite this, almost every 
sculpture can be said to be sculpted in a realist figurative style; just 11 of the subject-
specific statues display any type of abstract features. Furthermore, within these 
stylistic restrictions, variability in design is further limited by the dominance of design 
type by posed or action designs as detailed above. The two figurative sculptures that 
were of such exceptional design that they could not be considered statues or even 
standard busts were a giant head of Jackie Robinson, sited alongside a similar image 
of his brother Mack, in downtown Pasadena, CA; and the hands of Ralph Kiner 
clutching a bat, sited at PNC Park, Pittsburgh, PA. 
We now consider two statues in detail, both of which, compared to the 
orthodoxies identified above, are outliers in their combination of legal or perceived 
ownership. 
 
Case Studies: atypical ownership and design variation 
. 
Walter Johnson, Nationals Park, Washington DC, unveiled 8th April, 2009  
Opened in 2008, Nationals Park represents a recent example of the fashion for a 
retrospectively designed ballpark in a downtown location. Yet the associated motif of 
statues depicting former players presents a unique tension for the Washington 
Nationals. Relocating from Montreal in 2005, they became SURIHVVLRQDOEDVHEDOO¶V 
fourth LQFDUQDWLRQLQWKH86$¶VIHGHUDOFDSLWDOIROORZLQJWKH
Senators/Nationals/Statesmen of 1891-1899, the Senators of 1901-1960 (who adopted 
the Nationals suffix for the seasons 1905-06) DQGWKHµQHZ¶6HQDWRUVRI1961-1971.39 
In addition, the Negro League Homestead Grays, notionally based in Pittsburgh, 
played up to two-thirds RIWKHLUIL[WXUHVDWWKH6HQDWRUV¶ former Griffith Stadium from 
the start of the 1940s to the collapse of the Negro Leagues in 1948, and often outdrew 
the generally struggling Senators.40 Whilst this franchise lineage confer a sense of 
baseball history upon Washington, the disrupted lineage, demolition of their previous 
ballparks and the void preceding the new Nationals arrival collectively dilutes the 
representation of the FXUUHQWIUDQFKLVH¶Vheritage through tangible artefacts, be they 
genuine or reimagined. The effectiveness of heritage objects in branding the Nationals 
and proclaiming their ownership over the new stadium would be debateable. With 
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baseball absent from Washington for 33 years, two generations passed without either 
FKLOGKRRGPHPRULHVRIVXSSRUWLQJDµORFDOWHDP¶or the associated learning and 
socialised nostalgia that game day rituals provide, such as the oral history of support 
recounted to children by their elders on the way to the ballpark.41  
 As such, Nationals Park would have been expected to eschew the fashion for 
subject-specific statues in the same way that recent expansion franchises have, be it 
due to lack of suitable subjects, or an associated history.42 Yet in 2009, three statues 
of baseball players of yore were unveiled by the ballpark¶VFHQWHUILHOGJDWHWKH\
were moved to the home plate gate in 2015)  Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the 
absence of Nationals-specific heritage, these statues were neither commissioned nor 
funded by the franchise. Instead they were erected as part of a city-wide public art 
programme, financed from the public purse, with the DC Commission on the Arts and 
Humanities (DCCAH) and the DC Creates Public Art Program (DCCPAP) 
undertaking commissioning. 
On 13 March 2009 the statues were announced in a press release that included 
the following paragraphs: 
 
The DC Creates Public Art program of the DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities 
(DCCAH) is thrilled to announce the dedication of two new public art works at Nationals 
Park. These exciting projects showcase public art to the approximately 2.5 million patrons 
attending baseball games at Nationals Park each year. This places significant artworks in 
Center Field Plaza and along the main concourse, which adds to the texture of an up and 
coming and vibrantly diverse retail neighborhood« 
 
«7KHDUWZorks were selected by a jury of stakeholders, DC residents and arts 
professionals at the end of a competitive process. Both projects are commissioned and 
owned by the DC Creates Public Art Program and the DC Commission on the Arts and 
Humanities. The projects have been commissioned in collaboration with the Washington 
Nationals (WN), the DC Sports and Entertainment Commission (DCSEC), and Hellmuth 
Obata and Kassabaum, P.C. (Architect), for the stadium. Local officials are hoping the 
ballpark will not only be a sports venue serving as a cornerstone for the new Anacostia 
River waterfront entertainment district, but also be viewed as an impressive sports 
architecture and arts destination. 43 
 
Despite being ballpark-VLWHGWKH1DWLRQDOV¶VWDWXHVUHSUHVHQWDGHSDUture from 
the KRVWVSRUWRUJDQLVDWLRQ¶Vlegal ownership status almost always associated with 
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stadium artworks. . The FLYLFDXWKRULWLHV¶ownership of the project, in particular the 
primary role of the creative arts community within the City Administration, is clear 
from the foregrounding of art ahead of both subjects and baseball in their press 
release, and the desire for the VWDGLXPWREHYLHZHGDVDQµDUWVGHVWLQDWLRQ¶. Moreover, 
as a publicly-funded arts project, the sculptor was chosen via an open competition. 
This was won by Timeless Creations Inc., now renamed Studio Amrany, a prolific 
Chicago-based sculpture business with a focus on sport stars.44 To emphasise the arts 
community¶VGHHSLQYROYHPHQW in the project, the competition was judged by a 
committee of arts professionals supplemented by members of the public and project 
stakeholders (including a representative of the Nationals). In designing an artwork for, 
and then working alongside an arts-centred body, the sculptor had potentially greater 
freedom to interpret the sporting image in an unconventional format. Likewise, this 
process gave an arts-based body the chance to reject a traditional ballpark statue form 
in favour of innovative design. 
TKUHHKHURHVIURP:DVKLQJWRQ¶VEDVHEDOOSDVWZHUHVHOHFWHGby the project 
committee in advance of sculptor selection.45 Josh Gibson, widely regarded as the 
finest hitter of the Negro League era, represents the history of the Homestead Grays; 
Walter Johnson, whose peerless pitching led the Senators to their only World Series 
triumph in 1924, is the icon for the longest-established Washington franchise; and 
Frank Howard, a mighty slugger, is portrayed to acknowledge the Senators final 
incarnation. Gibson and Howard are depicted hitting, Johnson pitching. However the 
statues are not standard figurative action formats. Attempting to capture what he 
terms DVµthe fourth dimension, that RIPRYHPHQW¶ by using an effect similar to that of 
a stop-motion photograph, sculptor Omri Amrany has given Gibson, Johnson (Figure 
1) and Howard multiple arms.46 µMotion EOXU¶VW\OLQJKDVEHFRPHthe signature motif 
RI$PUDQ\¶VVSRUWLQJZRUNILUVWDSSHDULQJLQDtruncated form on his 1994 statue of 
basketball star Michael JordanDQGVXEVHTXHQWO\H[SDQGHGRQKLVVWXGLR¶VVFXOSWXUHV
of six Detroit Tigers hitters and pitchers.47 7KH1DWLRQDOV¶VWDWXHVUHSUHVHQW$PUDQ\¶V
most ambitious implementation, which represents genuine innovation within the 
sphere of sport sculpture, but also reflects a primacy of art over realism (in terms of 
accurate representation of sport) within the design. The multiple pitching arms of 
Johnson (and multiple bats of Howard and Gibson) capture movement of a single 
limb, whereas the mechanical essence of both pitching and hitting involves rotation of 
the torso and transference of weight. Therefore the sculpture does not reflect these 
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techniques as they would be seen, experienced or understood by a player or 
committed fan. This posits the multiple limbs as a primarily artistic adornment. 
 
<Figure 1 Here> 
 
Whilst gaining approval of the DCCAH, the statues divided opinion amongst 
fans and relatives of the subjects when unveiled. The most notable negative comments 
came from Walter -RKQVRQ¶VFORVHVWOLYLQJUHODWLYHVZKRYRLFHGWKHLUVWURQJ
disappointment at the portrayal, specifically the multiple right arms of their legendary 
forbear-RKQVRQ¶VJUDQGVRQUHIOHFWHGWKHQHHGIRUDVXEMHFW¶VIDPLO\WRVHHWKHLU
relative as they perceive them: µ7KHJX\ZDVP\JUDQGIDWKHUIRUKHDYHQ¶VVDNHDQG
this absolutely negates the whole thing. I will have a difficult time going to ballgames 
now and seeing the statue.¶ As a more general reflection of the tension between 
competing stakeholders within the businesses of art and sport, the latter proxied by the 
relative of a sportsman in this instance, he further commented, µThe purpose is not to 
PDNHDUWLW¶VWRVKRZUHDOSHRSOHDVWKH\UHDOO\ZHUH.¶48 Though the Arts Committee, 
via Executive Director Gloria Nauden, offered a gentle public defence, the sculptor 
was more forthright: µ[The statue] is not some frozen figure. This is not just about 
VSRUWVLW¶VDERXWDUW«(YHU\ERG\FDQFULWLFL]HDUWEHFDXVHWKHUHDUHDORWRIHOHPHQWV
But the fans always have the final judgments.¶49  
Hence Amrany initially proclaims ownership of the artwork for the arts 
FRPPXQLW\LQDVWDWHPHQWWKDWFRQVWLWXWHGDSDUWLDOUHEXWWDORI7KRPDV¶FODLP
However, by further declaring that fans have the final judgement, Amrany appears to 
FRQFHGHRZQHUVKLSRIWKHVXEMHFW¶VLPDJHWRWKHVXSSRUWHUVRQWKHEDVLVWKDWWKH
subjects are primarily their heroes. This is disingenuous in several respects. First, 
there is no evidence that supporters were or are seeking artistic progression in the way 
their heroes are depicted; in fact their natural minimum expectation would be to see 
theiUKHURHVµDVWKH\UHDOO\ZHUH¶6HFRQGO\LQWKLVLQVWDQFHWKHVXSSRUWHUVODFNWKH
claim of ownership upon image (or even the desire to claim it) that would be expected 
with a typical ballpark statue. All three subjects represented different franchises that 
lack a direct lineage or even locational continuity with the existing Nationals (despite 
the attempt of the plaque inscriptions to provide that: Johnson is described as having 
played for the Washington Nationals - during his playing career they were commonly 
known as The Senators)50. In the cases of Gibson and Johnson, only a very small 
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percentage of existing Nationals fans could have seen either in action. Hence, the 
sculptor is freed from the expectation of having to recreate an image or playing style 
with which many people will feel familiarity or ownership of.  
Third, even if SHUFHLYLQJRZQHUVKLSIDQVGRQRWKDYHDVSHFLILFµULJKWWR
UHSO\¶channel. Whether or not their views have been taken into account in subject 
selection or design, fans have very limited influence in having a statue removed or 
altered. Throughout the inventory of ballpark or civic-instigated statues researched, 
we did not find a single example of a franchise or public arts committee attempting to 
systematically gauge the fans reactions post-unveiling. Fans do not get the platform to 
µUHYLHZ¶a statue in the same way that an art critic does. 
 However, in one respect, the fans, and more widely, the sport does have 
ownership of this artwork. By locating the artwork inside the ballpark, access is 
limited to those who pay to attend a ballgame or take a ballpark tour. Though the 
DCAHH legally owns the artwork, and the design flourishes symbolize WKHVFXOSWRU¶V
DQGWKHZLGHUDUWLQGXVWU\¶V ownership of this sports statue, the object itself has 
effectively been gifted to a baseball organisation. It might therefore be seen as an 
evangelistic artefact, sent from an arts industry seeking to innovate within the world 
of sport. 
 
Albert Pujols, Westport Plaza, St Louis, unveiled 2nd November 2011 
It is extremely rare amongst the baseball statuary (and indeed the wider sports 
statuary) for an athlete to be honoured in bronze during their career.51 Therefore the 
statue of Albert Pujols presents a distinctly atypical example: the only case of a single 
statue of baseball player, erected to commemorate his achievements for a particular 
club or franchise, being unveiled whilst he was still an active representative of them. 
Moreover Pujols was not approaching retirement in 2011 ± rather, he was at the peak 
of his powers, having just completed a season of personal and collective triumphs.52 
The rarity of statues featuring contemporary players is undoubtedly related to 
the use of the genre in evoking or reflecting fan nostalgia ± but also to a wider 
tradition in statuary. Subjects require an achievement to be honoured for, or a death to 
be memorialised. The latter scenario precludes career-coincident portrayals; and for 
many occupations, the magnitude of their achievement, be it a scientific discovery or 
political leadership, will often become apparent only after their career has concluded, 
or even after their death. This tradition has translated to the modern fashion for sport 
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statues, though subjects may be just as likely to achieve their greatest feats early in 
their career as later, and outstanding performance may be instantly quantifiable 
through reference to statistical record.  
 In 2010 an anonymous donor who wished to honour Pujols both for his 
sporting achievement and also his charity work within the city of St Louis 
commissioned a statue 6W/RXLV&DUGLQDOV¶ILUVWEDVHPDQ, funding and gifting the 
artwork to Pujols¶ charity foundation.53 Pujols had represented the Cardinals with 
distinction for the previous decade, receiving numerous accolades including nine All-
Star team appearances, and selection as the National League MVP on three occasions. 
He also contributed to franchise success as an integral part of World Series winning 
teams in 2006 and 2011. 3XMROV¶popularity within the city was boosted by the work of 
his charity, the Pujols Family Foundation, created in 2005 with the twin aims of 
supporting families and children who live with Down¶V Syndrome, and providing 
µHGXFDWLRQPHGLFDOUHOLHIDQGWDQJLEOHJRRGV¶IRU impoverished children in 3XMROV¶
native Dominican Republic.54 The charity has distinct religious overtones that reflect 
the Christian faith of its founder. The website proclaims µ7KH3XMROV)DPLO\
Foundation is a national not-for-profit agency that exists to honor God and strengthen 
families through RXUZRUNVGHHGVDQGH[DPSOHV¶55 Pujols has frequently spoken 
about his faith in interviews concerning both baseball and his wider profile.56  
Harry Weber was chosen to sculpt Pujols, in part due to an expectation that 
eventually the statue would be sited DW%XVFK6WDGLXPXSRQWKHVOXJJHU¶VOLNHO\IXWXUH
election to the National Baseball Hall of Fame. The Cardinals have a policy of 
honouring their Hall Of Famers with a statue. Weber has sculpted 11 of the 12 
monuments in situ at Busch Stadium, each action poses, but his sculpture of Pujols is 
very different. Unusually the statue subject took the lead in creating a design, one 
which depicts the great slugger celebrating a home run by raising both fingers and 
head upwards as a mark of his religious convictions (Figure 2).57 Triumph designs of 
any type are rare in the baseball statuary: this portrayal is unique in incorporating, 
indeed foregrounding an overt referencing of a VXEMHFW¶VIDLWK Pujols commented at 
the unveiling  
µThere's going to be a lot of people asking, ³Well, why is he not swinging the 
bat?´ That's to remind me it's not about me, but it's about Jesus Christ who gave 
his life so we can have eternal life. It's really easy to lose focus when you have 
millions of people telling you how great you are.¶58 
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<Figure 2 Here> 
 
Pujols did not wish for his statue to be erected at Busch Stadium until he was 
elected to the National Baseball Hall of Fame, hence achieving parity with the 
adjacent statue subjects. For an initial location he chose Westport Plaza, St Louis, a 
suburban mall featuring a Pujols-monikered restaurant and sports bar operated under 
license from the Pujols Foundation, whose headquarters are adjacent. Hence the 
restaurant and charity gained tangible advertising and publicity through coverage of 
the statue unveiling, and a longer-term visual identity for their premises. The statue 
stands in front of the restaurant, affixed to a low metal base but lacking a plinth, an 
omission designed to make relocation straightforward.59 A further peculiarity is the 
absence of plaque or inscription; both sculptor and funder perceived the pose and the 
character to be so recognizable as to make explanatory material superfluous.60 A 
plaque describing a player still in his prime, with the potential to add further 
achiHYHPHQWVWRKLVKRQRXU¶VOLVWZRXOGalso have been likely to have become 
outdated within a handful of seasons. 
 As the primary influence in statue design and location - the former a statement 
of his personal beliefs and the latter of potential commercial benefit - the DUWHIDFW¶V
ownership could be said to lie with Pujols, providing a metaphor for primacy of the 
player in modern baseball. Yet due to that very primacy the statue was, at the point of 
unveiling, taking on a further layer of meaning. At the end of his triumphant 2011 
season, 3XMROV¶FRQWUDFWZLWKWKH&DUGLQDOVhad expired. There was intense speculation 
over whether he would stay in St Louis, the IDQV¶overwhelming wish being that he 
should. When the statue was revealed, a journalist commented thDWµ<RXFDQ¶WSDFN
\RXUVWDWXHZLWK\RX¶.61 The temporal intersection of Pujols¶ FDUHHUDQGWKHVWDWXH¶V
development meant that the latter had effectively become a lever by which St Louis 
could apply pressure on Pujols to remain in the city: it became a symbol of both their 
perceived ownership of, and desire to retain ownership of Pujols, even though the 
VWDWXH¶VH[LVWHQFHRZHGQRWKLQJWRWKHFLYLFDXWKRULWLHVnor the Cardinals. In other 
words, though they could make no claim of ownership upon the object, the object 
reflected a compelling peer pressure that gave them ownership of its subject. Pujols¶ 
preceding commitment to city, both in his longevity and success as a Cardinal, and his 
charity work, had tangibly embedded his image within the fabric of St Louis.  
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However, less than one month after the unveiling, Pujols chose to join the LA 
Angels of Anaheim on a 10 year contract worth $250 million, rejecting a slightly 
lower offer from the CardinalsPXFKWRWKHFRQVWHUQDWLRQRI&DUGLQDOV¶IDQVDQGWKH
wider city.62 Though the Pujols Foundation has continued to operate within St Louis, 
this has not appeased angry Cardinals supporters, perhaps illustrating that affection 
IRU3XMROV¶FKDULW\ZRUNZDVGZDUIHGE\DGPLUDWLRQIRUKLVGHHGVDWWKHSODWH
Widespread anger at the time of his defection even led to security guards being 
deployed by the statue, which had become a site of both remembrance and betrayal.63 
Sportsmen have ephemeral careers, yet a statue has relative permanence. Pujols¶ 
statue remains in situ unlike the adjacent restaurant¶VEUDQGLQJ, ZLWKWKHµ3XMROV¶
moniker dropped upon his departure. 
 
Discussion 
The baseball statuary exhibits homogeneity of design amid a mix of legal and 
perceived owners. However the case studies above indicate that, where certain 
combinations of project funding, instigation and motivation exist, a degree of 
innovation is both possible and predictable. The statues of Pujols and Johnson are 
united by the removal of a commercial imperative from their development process. In 
both instances the artwork was effectively gifted to the recipient, and the design was 
unconstrained by an initial project motivation of overtly branding an environment or 
organisation. This is not to say that these statues are not a showcase for stakeholder 
identities. The former primarily projects the ethics of its subject, and the latter 
showcases the motif of the artist.64 In both cases it is the atypical effective ownership 
of the project - in the case of Walter Johnson by the arts sector, and in the case of 
Albert Pujols, by a combination of an individual donor and subject - that has resulted 
in atypical motivations, producing a non-standard design.  
Funding for baseball statue projects is being increasingly derived from club or 
commercial sources, both of which are likely to steer design within what is a populist 
genre towards what is considered to be favoured by popular opinion e.g. traditional 
realist design. The cost of producing such artworks, and perhaps also the relative lack 
of, or perceived lack of artistic credibility derived from producing sporting sculpture, 
are major barrier to sculptors or public arts funding bodies choosing to spend their 
own resources within this area. However, variations on the scenario described through 
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the case study of Albert Pujols¶VWDWXH, in which commercial interests are separated 
from design if not removed from the process, could both be argued to be likely to 
reoccur with increasing frequency in the medium-term future, prompting a wider 
development of form. The control or even legal ownership of a sport statue project by 
the subject of the piece may transpire not only from individual donors but also if 
baseball, or possibly even commercial organisations looking to brand through a 
celebrity sportsman, begin to follow a recent trend in subject selection manifest in 
college American Football, of honouring contemporary star players and coaches with 
statues.65 An active baseball player would more likely to have image rights to protect 
than one who had retired and, within a culture in which players will typically employ 
personal agents and lawyers, the means and inclination to protect them. At the very 
least this might involve players being given influence over design in return for the use 
of their image. This in turn could result in further statues reflecting personal character 
traits that the player wishes to foreground in order to enhance both his public persona 
and self-esteem. It is even possible that a current player may not want to showcase his 
greatest achievements so far when he has ambitions of even greater performances in 
the future, or may see no need advantage in projecting what is already an accepted 
sporting talent. 
The lack of triumph designs amongst baseball statues may appear surprising 
given the high proportion of statues owned by baseball organisations, and the oft-cited 
motivation of basking in reflected glory which would appeal to such owners. This is 
another area in which heterogeneity of design has scope to develop. The current 
dearth may be explained by four factors. First, recreating an ephemeral scene of 
triumph is arguably a less flexible branding strategy than that of portraying a great 
SOD\HULQDFWLRQ7KHOHQJWKRIDSOD\HU¶VFDUHHUDQGKHQFHWKHWHPSRUDOUHIHUHQFHRI
their image predicates a greater number of fans associating both nostalgic thoughts 
DQGDQDFNQRZOHGJHPHQWRIWKHLUFOXE¶VJUHDWQHVVZLWKDKLWWHURUSLWFKHU than a single 
moment in time. Second, a triumph design is vulnerable to a reduction in its 
significance by subsequent successes. Alternatively, its presence may be seen as 
overshadowing or even denigrating past and future successes. Finally, and more 
pragmatically, a celebrating group of players will cost more to sculpt and cast than a 
single performer. However, by largely focussing upon subjects as opposed to moment 
designs, it could be that project instigators are failing to exploit the full potential of 
figurative sculpture in generating nostalgia: psychologist Tim Wildschut and 
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colleagues IRXQGµPRPHQWRXVHYHQWV¶WREHDPRQJVWWKH most important triggers of 
nostalgic feelings.66  
 What has yet to be explored are HLWKHUWKHRZQHU¶VRULQWHQGHGUHFLSLHQWV¶(be 
they from within either the business or sport or the business of art) perceptions of the 
resulting statues in terms of artistic merit, effectiveness as a branding tool or benefit 
to the surrounding environment. Whilst fans have instigated relatively few baseball 
statue projects, and genuine public subscription funding (as opposed to large 
donations from individuals and a handful of wealthy fans) is rare, the artistic product 
itself is targeted at supporters, and as previously outlined, they have ownership claims 
upon the image. However, at this moment there does not exist any detailed qualitative 
or quantitative research examining how sporting sculpture is received, other than one-
line interviews with fans at unveiling ceremonies; nor how it operates in (or its 
effectiveness at) affecting attitudes, knowledge of player and team histories, and 
topophilic attachment. To what extent do fans accept or reject the imposition of a 
specific interpretation of a subject, who may form an integral part in their personal 
and collective history? Does the absence of a countervailing push for more tangible 
influence in the statue process reflect a lack of opportunity or interest? Similarly, from 
within the art industry, there is an absence of critical compendiums focussed upon 
sporting art, or related judgement on the relative merit of competing works, perhaps 
acknowledging the degree to which the interests of sport are seen to subjugate artistic 
freedom. 
 
Conclusion 
In its production of durable landmarks that are likely to speak to and influence the 
thoughts of future generations of onlookers, the process of designing and erecting a 
statue is in part a tussle for supremacy between multiple stakeholders who wish to 
influence its form and message to align with the beliefs or artistic skills they wish to 
project. This makes the study of the resulting form and presentation of sport statues a 
potential measure of the real ownership of the object and its surrounding environment 
as opposed to that which various stakeholders might claim. 
 The baseball statuary may emerge from a limited design template by its very 
definition ± but it is further straight-jacketed by this imbalance of ownership between 
the sporting and artistic stakeholders. The multiple motivations identified behind the 
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XVHRIDVSRUWLQJVXEMHFW¶VLPDJHEH\RQGVLPSOHFRPPHPRUDWLRQRIDFKLHYHPHQWKDYH
together contributed to the baseball statuary¶Vrapid growth; but simultaneously 
restricted its form to one which matches and does not attempt to go beyond the basic 
template of subject recognition. The result is that tradition has comfortably held sway 
over sculptor innovation, perhaps an apposite outcome in baseball, the most 
traditional of American sports. However, we conclude that there is potential for an 
evolution in design to occur, and that rather than being driven purely by artistic 
innovation, it is a multi-lineal process in which the growing celebrity and influence of 
the professional sportsmen and women, and even the increasingly sophisticated 
marketing strategies of commercial entities may all play a part.
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